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Recent innovations in transport technology are now providing mobility that 
is cheaper, autonomous, electric, and with improved ride quality. While 
much of the world’s attention has been on how this can be applied to cars, 
there have been rapid adoption of these and other technologies in High Speed 
Rail and Metro Rail systems that run between and across cities. This paper 
shows how such innovations have now been applied to create the next gen-
eration of urban transit system called a Trackless Tram. Trackless Trams are 
effectively the same as traditional light rail except they run on rubber tyres 
avoiding disruption from construction for Light Rail, but they retain the elec-
tric propulsion (with batteries) and have high ride quality due to rail-type bo-
gies, stabilization technologies and precision tracking from the autonomous 
optical guidance systems—with infrastructure costs reduced to as low as one 
tenth of a Light Rail system. As with Light Rail, a Trackless Tram System 
provides a rapid transit option that can harness the fixed route assurance 
necessary to unlock new land value appreciation that can be leveraged to 
contribute to construction and running costs whilst creating urban regenera-
tion. The paper considers the niche for Trackless Trams in cities along with 
its potential for city shaping through the creation of urban re-development 
along corridors. The paper suggests that the adoption of Trackless Tram Sys-
tems is likely to grow rapidly as a genuine alternative to car and bus systems, 
supplementing and extending the niche occupied by Light Rail Transit (LRT). 
This appears to be feasible in any medium-sized or larger city, especially in 
emerging and developing economies, and case studies are outlined for Perth 
and Thimpu to illustrate its potential. 
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Cities around the world now have a range of new technologies related to trans-
port to choose from, such as electric vehicles and charging infrastructure, driver- 
assist and self-driving vehicles, low-cost sensors, increasing travel data sources, 
Big Data analytics software, internet-of-things platforms, and even more re-
cently, artificial intelligence, machine learning and distributed ledger technolo-
gies. Considering the innovation of autonomous vehicles, Kim [1] suggests that 
such technologies will have “tremendous implications to the socio-economic en-
vironment in the future world”. The way that these types of technologies are 
navigated will have a direct impact on the very functioning of a city, affecting 
quality of life, accessibility, commuting times, and the level of urban regenera-
tion that can be unlocked by effective and efficient transport networks. The 
autonomous transport technologies that have come out of motor vehicle re-
search combined with new information and communications technologies 
(ICT) and smart systems, have not yet found a proper niche in any city. The 
claims being made based on time savings, safety and environmental grounds 
include the idea that no other forms of transport will be needed other than 
autonomous automobiles. Newman and Kenworthy [2] have pointed out that 
there are already signs that such claims may in fact not live up to this initial 
hype as visions of cities given over completely to driverless vehicles are 
unlikely, meaning that the positive benefits of these new technologies may never 
be fully realised. 
On the other hand, the autonomous, electric and stabilization transit tech-
nologies developed for High Speed Rail (between cities, over 300 kph) and Met-
ros or Suburban Rail (within cities, 80 - 150 kph) have developed the speed, ca-
pacity and ride quality that have led to spectacular increases in ridership [3] [4]. 
These technologies are able to guide trains at high speed to provide passengers 
with a level of comfort and safety that is unparalleled in the history of mobility. 
However, the ability to compete with private cars within cities requires mobility 
systems that can provide transit capacities and speeds similar to or greater than 
cars (such as light rail or bus rapid transit) so that connection can be achieved 
along unserved corridors or between corridors. This is usually a missing link in 
transit systems as light rail transit (LRT) and bus rapid transit (BRT) can be 
highly disruptive to urban streets and their associated economies in their con-
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struction and can be very expensive compared to a normal bus line. According 
to Kenworthy and Schiller [5], the resulting emphasis on buses that rarely gen-
erate the speed or ride quality that would compete with a car, has meant the cit-
ies of the world have been allowing cars to fill this transport niche and enabling 
them via expensive, publicly-funded urban infrastructure and highways. New-
man and Kenworthy [3] show that the results can now be seen in urban conges-
tion, air pollution, a large part of global greenhouse gases, road accidents and 
urban sprawl as well as many social and economic issues associated with car de-
pendence. 
The response in recent years has been the development of autonomous mass 
transit that can be implemented in car dependent cities to complement and ex-
tend the effective catchment of traditional heavy rail or metro-based commuter 
systems. This is the niche of LRT and BRT, however in order to provide effective 
solutions for the world’s growing cities the technology used must overcome the 
issues of street disruption and capital costs as well as keeping all the good quali-
ties of an LRT or BRT. This has meant merging innovations from High Speed 
Rail such as autonomous operation, stabilisation and ride quality, with the best 
parts of a light rail and a bus, to create a new form of urban transit technology. 
This paper will examine such a technology, which has been called Autono-
mous-Rail Rapid Transit (ART) or what we are labelling a Trackless Tram Sys-
tem (TTS). 
Both bus and light rail technologies have been developing in recent years. For 
example, there are now many manufacturers of electrically powered buses, and 
many cities which are adopting them, to reduce the air pollution, noise and vi-
bration problems associated with conventional diesel buses. A number of guided 
bus systems have also been installed using a variety of guidance technologies, 
from mechanical (as in Adelaide’s “O-Bahn”) through to optical and magnetic 
systems. Recent light rail vehicles also now feature on-board batteries or su-
per-capacitors enabling wire-free operation (with re-charging at stops), as well 
as regenerative braking (to save energy), 100% low floor access (improving cus-
tomer convenience and accessibility) and improved steering technologies for 
improved ride quality. 
China’s CRRC (now the world’s largest rolling stock manufacturer) has com-
bined all of these advances into its new “Trackless Tram”. This is an articulated, 
high capacity “Tram” running on rubber tires but with an in-built guidance sys-
tem offering autonomous optically-guided running and operation. It is battery 
powered (with recharging at stops or at the end of the trip), avoiding the neces-
sity for overhead wires along the route. It is fully low-floor, but uses improved 
suspension systems providing high ride quality. It has low axle loads, minimiz-
ing the need for expensive guide way infrastructure. It can also operate on regu-
lar streets because of its tight turning radius and high hill-climbing ability. Fig-
ure 1 shows a popular photo that has been spreading through much social media 
on the Chinese Trackless Tram System. 
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Figure 1. The Trackless Tram System developed by CRRC and dem-
onstrated in Zhuzhou, China. Source: Compliments of CRRC Cor-
poration. 
 
Three of the authors of this paper were able to visit China in August 2018 and 
ride the Trackless Tram as well as receive detailed explanations about how it 
works and how the transit system is constructed and operated. The paper is 
therefore based on this transit technology though it is not excluding other 
manufacturers such as Alstom, Van Hool, Irizar, and others. The technology was 
first taken to scale in China in 2016 on a straight 3.6 km line with 4 stations. 
Based on findings from the study tour to Zhuzhou, China it is the intention of 
this paper to not only demonstrate that the Trackless Tram is a superior tech-
nology for many corridor connections in urban transit systems but to explore 
the notion that it is potentially the public transport catalyst that many city plan-
ners have been waiting for since the dominance of automobile dependence, as it 
can unlock urban regeneration. It is the conclusion of this paper that not only is 
this technology a potential game changer for cities struggling to attract invest-
ment in traditional light rail projects, if implemented through an entrepreneurial 
approach in collaboration with the private sector it stands to unlock significant 
urban re-development options. 
It is important to realise that the Trackless Tram System lends itself to an en-
trepreneurial approach where secure private sector investment can be attracted 
to create new development around station precincts, referred to by Newman et 
al. [6] as the “Entrepreneur Rail Model”. This rail development model has a long 
historical precedent, in both western and Asian cities, and has continued in such 
places as Japan and Hong Kong. Rail was jointly developed with real estate along 
both heavy rail lines and tramways/streetcars [7], with the latter filling a similar 
transport niche to the TTS. This is particularly relevant where cities are growing 
and hence private investment is likely to be looking for opportunities for urban 
development that can include a new transit system like a Trackless Tram; this 
can apply to cities all around the world but especially in developing economies 
where population growth pressures are high [8]. Such an approach can allow 
both emerging and developed cities with inadequate legacy transit systems to 
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“leap frog” the currently adopted transport technologies and strengthen their 
economic development whilst assisting in the Sustainable Development Goal of 
providing an “inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable city” [9]. 
1.2. What Makes a Trackless Tram Different? 
Table 1 sets out the general specifications for a Trackless Tram based on a 3-car 
set developed by CRRC in China. A Trackless Tram based system blends the best 
features of bus and train systems, both in the carriage technology and the system 
configuration to deliver a substantially more affordable option. For instance, the 
Trackless Tram carriage effectively starts with a standard light rail carriage that 
is narrow and has multiple entry doors with a turning radius and grade-climbing 
ability comparable to a bus, and then provides four new attributes: 
1) It harnesses electric drive systems and on-board battery technology to avoid 
the need for overhead cabling or a fossil fuel engine, with recharge at either sta-
tions or end of run areas for longer periods; 
2) It substitutes the steel wheels of a train with rubber tyres. This avoids the 
need for rails and reduces the associated disruption of local economies due to 
extensive period of construction works on roads and underground services for 
traditional light rail systems; 
3) It provides stabilization technologies through train-type bogeys with low 
set axles and hydraulic systems designed to prevent sway and bounce; and 
4) It adopts autonomous technology through optical guidance systems to pro-
vide a precise and smoother ride quality and precision entry to stations and ease 
of boarding and lighting at platforms by passengers. 
Considering the system configuration, the Trackless Tram System uses a 
dedicated corridor to provide rapid transit services that is supported by fixed 
stations and a Control Centre, much like light rail or traffic management cen-
tres. This provides the benefits in terms of city-shaping provided by traditional 
light-rail systems. However, the technology provides the flexibility to enable 
Trackless Trams to be diverted around blockages or quickly recalled should the 
need arise, unlike an LRT. 
2. The Trackless Tram Transport Niche 
2.1. Trackless Operation Requirements (Rubber on the Road) 
A Trackless Tram uses rubber wheels that drive on the surface of the road which 
avoids the need for a substantive part of civil works associated with rail infra-
structure. Rubber-tired transit vehicles are a well-established technology. For in-
stance, Michelin patented a steel-belt rubber tire in 1946 which was introduced 
to regular service on the Paris Metro from 1956. Other cities have developed 
rubber-tired mass transit systems, including Taipei’s Wenhu Line which is an 
automated rubber-tired train service running on metal plate as part of an ele-
vated track, as shown in Figure 2. 
This switch in the design avoids the majority of excavation of the road surface 
to construct concrete foundations and lay rails, as shown in Figure 3. To ensure  
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Table 1. Vehicle specifications for 3-module trackless tram. Source: CRRC Corporation. 
Length 31.6 m 
Width 2.65 m 
Weight (loaded) 51 tonne (average 9 tonne per axle) 
Capacity 250 - 300 people 
Max speed 70 km/hr 
Gradient 13% 
Turning Radius 15 m 
Design Life Over 30 years 
 
 
Figure 2. Taipei metro line 1—Wenhu line. Source: Bombardier. 
 
 
Figure 3. Trackless tram system station. Source: 
Marie Verschuer. 
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a smooth arrival at stations it may be appropriate to construct concrete pads, 
however the CRRC claim that its light construction means that it can be imple-
mented very rapidly into most urban road systems without change and that after 
three years of trials there is no sign of road damage. 
Implementation is therefore possible to do in a weekend (after all approvals 
have been gained of course) with modular stations that come as part of the cost 
of the Trackless Tram System. These contain the desired ticketing and gateway 
systems as well as recharging facilities for rapid (30 seconds) recharging at sta-
tions or longer recharging at the terminus of a route. Implementation can also 
be simply integrated into a Bus Depot for overnight storage and deep recharge 
and can use a normal main roads Control Centre to ensure it is running well. 
The guidance system software and technology to create the exact route can be 
installed well before the system needs to be running. The best way to enable a 
mass transit system in a street is to create a free-flowing space and this will re-
quire detailed planning but no more or less than with a BRT and probably less 
than an LRT. 
The big difference in implementation of TTS compared with conventional 
light rail is that a TTS avoids excavation of or interference with buried services 
such as water mains, electricity cables, telecommunications lines, storm water 
and waste water systems that add substantially to the cost if disturbed. Accord-
ing to the manufacturer a Trackless Tram vehicle has a loaded weight of 9000 kg 
per axle, which is similar to a conventional bus or heavy vehicle but has signifi-
cantly less pavement impact due to its double axle bogeys, special tyres and the 
IMU system which manages the sway which causes pavement rutting. Hence 
pavement construction should not need to be any different for Trackless Trams. 
There are reasons why the autonomous driving character will minimise road 
damage as it is not subject to the heavy momentum swings associated with sud-
den driver interventions. No rutting has been found in the first three years of 
operation of the Trackless Tram in China (Figure 4). 
2.2. Self-Guiding along “Virtual Rails” 
The Trackless Tram combines a number of autonomous vehicle guidance tech-
nologies to follow “virtual rails” along its corridor. The main elements of the 
guidance system are imaging recognition for optical guidance, satellite naviga-
tion, radar point scanning and inertia management. These systems are likely to 
be used for many autonomous vehicles, especially transit systems that operate in 
traffic as will be the case in most cities. The lines marked on the road provide 
optical guidance while also clearly identifying the path of the vehicle for pedes-
trians and other motorists. Additionally, a differential global positioning system 
(DGPS) uses fixed positions along the path of the vehicle to constantly update 
the relative location signals sent and received from satellites—increasing the lo-
cation accuracy to the order of 10 - 15 cms from what can be up to 15 m with 
traditional GPS. Radar and light point scanning (Lidar) enhances the vehicle’s 
ability to recognize route signs, network characteristics and dynamic interferences  
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Figure 4. Construction of the Edinburgh tram project. Source: The Independent. 
 
that may occur, fitting this data to the information sourced from the other 
guidance technologies to create an overall sense of the surrounding environ-
ment. 
The high precision achieved through the combination of these technologies 
adds to the appeal of the Trackless Tram by significantly increasing ride quality, 
improving the safety of the network, and reducing the damage caused to the 
road surface [10] [11]. In particular, an on-board Inertia Management Unit 
(IMU) measures the TT’s pitch, yaw and roll, adjusting orientation and speed to 
stabilise the vehicle and create a ride quality characteristic of a rail-based tram or 
train. Connection to the broader traffic control system through an on-board in-
telligent transport system (ITS) can control intersection timings and provide 
real-time feedback to the traffic control centre, driver and passengers. Although 
it is possible to be driverless the Trackless Tram will have drivers due to its use 
in mixed traffic where unexpected events can occur and to assist with navigation 
and assist passengers where needed. Drivers can over-ride the programmed 
track for the vehicle if there is an accident or blockage. 
2.3. Electrification and Energy Storage 
The Trackless Tram is electric and is powered by on-board lithium ion phos-
phate batteries (with a 25-year lifespan) that are supplemented by regenerative 
braking. The form of battery used by CRRC can recharge faster than many other 
lithium ion batteries and perform better in cold conditions. The 600 kW-Hr 
on-board batteries can quick-charge at 10 kV platform-style overhead charging 
stations during normal operation, and do 10 minute recharging at the end of a 
line as well as a deep recharge overnight in a Bus Depot. The CRRC Corporation 
estimates that for their 3rd generation vehicle a 10-minute charge can provide 
enough energy for between 15 and 25 km of travel depending on the loading and 
the level of air-condition required; with the fourth generation Trackless Tram 
the battery is anticipated to extend this to 50 - 60 km. Given the imperative to 
shift away from fossil fuels, especially diesel causing health impacts in cities, the 
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electrification of transit systems provides a way to harness renewable energy 
generation, especially during daylight hours when solar energy is generated. 
Along with these improvements an electric drive system offers better ride quality 
through smoother acceleration/deceleration and less vibrations compared with 
an internal combustion engine vehicle. 
2.4. Cost Efficiency 
The cost of Trackless Trams can be substantially lower than that of light rail. For 
instance, in a report commissioned by the City of Parramatta in Sydney, Bodhi 
Alliance and EDAB Consulting [12] estimated that a Trackless Tram option 
would have capital costs three times less than a light rail option. The biggest un-
certainty in these figures is around construction costs in the road and tracks as 
well as the needs of particular design requirements around stations [13]. The 
presence of buried wires and pipes can severely complicate light rail construc-
tion. It is highly undesirable to build a light rail line on top of this critical infra-
structure, as accessing them may require digging up the line, at huge expense. 
Such services are generally relocated when a light rail line is built, increasing the 
capital cost of installing the line. Such costs were found in the recent Sydney 
Light Rail which has taken nearly four years to complete a 20 km track through 
the old part of Sydney at the cost of nearly USD$130 million per km which is 
around ten times the cost of a Trackless Tram. 
Compounding this problem, records are often not able to pinpoint the exact 
location of services, and in some cases the record of their very existence may 
have been lost. This creates a major uncertainty in the cost of the infrastructure 
provision for urban rail-based systems. This uncertainty is a particular problem 
in older cities, where infrastructure may have been laid down many years ago. 
While light rail projects typically take years to build, the Trackless Tram can be 
installed much more quickly (assuming suitable quality roadways and stations 
being prefabricated for rapid onsite erection). This will reduce the level of dis-
ruption to businesses, residents or traffic flows associated with light rail con-
struction, though space must still be found in the roadway. 
2.5. Modal Interoperability: Does the System Allow for First and 
Last Mile Services? 
The Oxford Dictionary defines “interoperability” in the context of computer 
systems as a characteristic of a system where the various components are able to 
work with one another and exchange information despite being of different 
form, and use the example “interoperability between devices made by different 
manufacturers” [14]. In a similar way, we use “Modal Interoperability” in the 
context of transportation systems to describe a system where corridor mass 
transit and last mile services/modes seamlessly integrate. Given the race to de-
liver to market a functional and safe driverless vehicle by the world’s automakers 
the technology in this area has seen significant recent research and development. 
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Despite it being applied primarily to private vehicles it also stands to assist pub-
lic transport as Trackless Trams and other rail systems across a city still need 
first mile/last mile linkages at stations. If these can be electric autonomous shut-
tles then they need to be serviced at stations and this requires interoperability 
between the electric recharge systems. The CRRC have designed the Trackless 
Tram station recharge system to have such interoperability. This approach can 
see a fleet of 8 - 12 person driverless shuttles used as feeder and distributer ser-
vices around stations (See Figure 5). 
The following examples illustrate the fleet size and transit service possible 
from such a system: 
1) Trackless Tram Corridors: Much like light rail systems, Trackless Tram 
Systems are well suited to corridors of 8 - 20 km that serve the inner areas of 
large cities with stations spaced in the order of 600 - 1200 m apart, serving 1.5 
km around each station. For instance, a 20 km line with 25 stations and three 
autonomous shuttles per station (carrying up to 12 passengers) that provides a 
service every 20 minutes would be able to feed around 120 people per hour into 
the station and service up to 3,000 people per hour along the entire corridor. 
2) Low Density Heavy Rail Corridors: Modern heavy rail lines are fast and 
have high capacity, carrying people along long corridors with stations around 3 
to 4 km apart. A Heavy Rail transit line from the CBD extending out 30 km with 
8 stops would need each station to be serviced by a larger fleet of autonomous 
shuttles than a Trackless Tram System. To provide a service every 5 minutes 
each station would have around 6 shuttle loops with 4 shuttles per loop to ser-
vice a 2.5 km radius around the station (creating an urban corridor of 150 km2). 
This would require in the order of 192 shuttles for the entire line that would 
have the potential to deliver nearly 7000 people per hour to the system, in addi-
tion to those that walk or cycle, or use a conventional bus to reach their local 
station. Such lines could also be linked radially around cities by Trackless Tram 
corridors. 
3) Medium Density Heavy Rail Corridors: For higher density corridors like 
traditional transit fabric from the early 20th century, stations would generally be 
closer together (traditionally 1.6 km apart) and would have higher capacity of 
around 20,000 - 40,000 passengers per track per hour. With stations spaced 
every 1.5 - 2 km, smaller catchments per station would allow higher frequency 
autonomous shuttles (providing a service every 3 minutes), with the capacity to 
deliver nearly 12,000 passengers per hour to the system. Again, such lines could 
also be linked radially around cities by Trackless Tram corridors. 
4) City Wide Application: Considering a city in the order of 2 million people, 
and assuming a corridor transit network of 15 heavy rail lines and 20 trackless 
Tram (TTS) lines this would involve 200 heavy rail stations (each with an aver-
age of 20 shuttles) and 500 TTS stops (each with an average of 3 shuttles)—so a 
fleet of 5500 shuttles would be required to service the entire city. Assuming each 
shuttle delivers 20 passengers per hour to a station the system could deliver as  
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Figure 5. Potential for First and Last mile provision using self-driving shuttles for feeder 
and distributor services. Source: Amended from Glazebrook and Newman [15]. 
 
many as 110,000 passengers per hour on average, or 200,000 during the morning 
peak period. This would translate to around 1 million extra heavy rail and 
Trackless Tram trips per day (500,000 in each direction). 
According to Metro Report International there are a number of early movers 
in this autonomous shuttle space such as a trial on the Nanyang Technological 
University campus in Singapore using a system with “magnetic pellets on the 
road for navigation and a maximum speed of 40 km/h”, as shown in Figure 6 
[16]. 
Other examples include the City of Arlington, Texas, beginning trials on 2017 
of the use of self-driving shuttles to provide services between the car parking 
area and the city’s entertainment district during large events. According to the 
Community Development and Planning Director for the City, John Dugan, “The 
pilot project will allow us to see how this driverless vehicle system really works 
and to look at the overall picture of how these vehicles could enhance the city’s 
transportation options.” Two self-driving shuttles provided by EasyMile will 
carry up to 12 passengers at a speed of 30 km/hr [17]. Similar trials are underway 
in the Greenwich Peninsula in southeast London [18], the Seestadt District of 
Wien in Austria (including the development of legal guidelines) [19], between 
the stations of Austerlitz and Lyon in Paris using a dedicated road lane [20], 
Mixed traffic trials are also underway on the CEA Paris-Saclay Research Campus 
in France [21], the Brussels Airport in Belgium [22], and the city of Neuhausen 
am Rheinfall in Switzerland [23]. A similar shuttle is being trialled on Curtin 
University campus and it will be the subject of a future research paper, particu-
larly how it can be integrated into a Trackless Tram corridor. 
2.6. Conclusions of the Trackless Tram Transport Niche 
These factors all suggest that a Trackless Tram System (TTS) is likely to replace 
Light Rail and Bus Rapid Transit systems due to its ability to mimic all the best 
qualities of these systems while harnessing technology from High Speed Rail. 
The Trackless Tram can run rapidly in the road system but not cause the pollu-
tion and noise of BRT or the disruption and high construction cost of the LRT. 
The corridor system can be complimented by an electric shuttle service provid-
ing last mile/first mile interoperability as outlined. The significant cost reduction 
makes it highly attractive to fill the niche currently occupied by BRT and LRT 
with a TTS. Such a system is likely to provide a major reduction in car and bus  
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Figure 6. Trial Autonomous Shuttle on Nanyang Technological University 
campus in Singapore. Source: Metro Report International. 
 
dependence while offering greater accessibility. However, there is one more ma-
jor attraction of the Trackless Tram System that stands to provide a powerful 
drive for urban renewal and development. This is the city-shaping potential 
which is illustrated through two case studies in the following part. 
3. Considering the City Shaping Potential of a Trackless 
Tram System in Economic, Environmental and Social 
Terms 
The city shaping potential of a light rail or heavy rail has been well documented 
[3] and has many economic, social and environmental advantages. The assess-
ment of how a Trackless Tram can help with city shaping is set out below by ap-
plying the assessment criteria to two different cities, one a developed city, Perth 
in Australia and the other Thimphu in Bhutan. 
3.1. Sprawl Relief: Does the System Contribute to Slowing Urban 
Sprawl? 
Effective and efficient corridor transit allows for a slowing of urban sprawl by 
facilitating greater urban density. This is demonstrated in the two cities. Firstly, 
a developed city, Perth, the capital city of Western Australia with a population of 
2 million people that has sprawled over 150 km along the coastline and where 
various strategies have been proposed to increase redevelopment rather than 
greenfield sprawl, without success. Secondly a developing city, Thimphu, the 
capital city of The Kingdom of Bhutan with a population of 100,000 with aspira-
tions to grow to 400,000 in a valley with very limited development space and 
hence where sprawl management is critical. 
Perth has a history of automobile dependence since its strong urban growth 
period from the 1950’s onwards [24]. Like many developed cities it had tram-
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ways from the 1900’s to the 1950’s but then shifted favour to the car, sprawling 
150 kms along the Indian Ocean coastline and creating numerous urban issues. 
Perth had a rail revival from the late 1980’s that has seen its heavy rail system 
grow from 7 million passengers a year to 70 million [24]. However, the heavy 
rail system has been implemented in limited corridors and mostly provides ser-
vices to people in the outer suburbs with destinations towards the city centre. 
Several attempts have been made to create a light rail system that can service 
corridors that are currently served only by buses and are dominated by cars, but 
a feasible model for funding the system has yet to be adopted. Detailed planning 
led to a system that would cost $80 m per km and would have led to 2 - 3 years 
of disruption to inner city streets; the system was abandoned in 2016 with a 
commitment by the State Government to examine potential new ways of doing 
light rail. Meanwhile a $6b heavy rail system was committed to along new outer 
area corridors after a proposed unpopular freeway was cancelled and the fund-
ing recycled into the rail package. This is likely to make urban sprawl easier and 
yet the State’s plan is to enable more than half of urban development to be fo-
cussed back into the inner and middle suburbs. This plan now needs a transit 
solution that can unlock such re-development potential [25]. 
Thimphu has seen a rapid rise in automobile use and the subsequent con-
sumption of petroleum fuels with both fully imported into Bhutan. According to 
the Asian Development Bank [26] it is anticipated that the number of vehicles in 
Bhutan will rise from 75,000 in 2015 to over 350,000 in 2040. As of August 2018, 
the latest statistics by the Road Safety and Transport Authority of Bhutan indi-
cated that 52% of the total vehicles in the country are in the Thimphu region. 
According to Hargroves and Newman [27] this is likely to cause issues such as 
increases in road fatalities, air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, fuel imports, 
and congestion and will disrupt many of the nation’s plans for simultaneously 
improvements in carbon neutrality, Gross National Happiness and economic 
growth [28]. Fuel imports place a significant economic toll on Bhutan being 
nearly equivalent to the entire hydroelectricity revenue generated by the King-
dom. In 2015 Prime Minister Tobgay stated that, “My target for Bhutan is a 70 
percent reduction in fossil fuel imports by 2020”. Such a goal can only be 
achieved through greater electrification of transport, with significant hydro-
power reserves available considering that in 2011 the Asian Development Bank 
[26] estimated that just 6 percent of the estimated 30,000 MW of hydropower 
potential in the country was being harnessed. 
Considering the potential for slowing urban sprawl in Perth a proposal [29] to 
develop a new 25 km transit corridor with 12 stations stands to reduce the need 
for development on the fringes from 100 km2 to 65.7 km2 of urban re-develop- 
ment—see Table 2. Hendrigan and Newman [30] estimate that some 30 years of 
urban growth could be accommodated in and around new and revived transit 
stations if a program of light rail was introduced to complement the new heavy 
rail and was associated with such station precinct-focussed urban regeneration. 
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Table 2. Estimates of land space savings from adoption of corridor transit systems in 
Perth, Australia and Thimphu, Bhutan. 
Parameter Perth Thimphu Units 
Predicted Additional Population 120,000 300,000 People (Ppl) 
Population Density (Fringe) 12 40 Ppl/Hectare 
Population Density (Corridor Stations) 35 80 Ppl/Hectare 
Additional Area Required (Fringe) 100 75 km2 
Additional Area Required (Corridor Stations) 34.3 37.5 km2 
Area saved by corridor transit approach 65.7 37.5 km2 
 
Similarly, Thimphu, a city of 26 km2, plans to accommodate population 
growth from 100,000 to 400,000 people calling for the city to quadruple in size. 
Given the steep topography of the valley that the city is located in it is not an op-
tion to spread this out much beyond the footprint of the present city. It will be 
crucial for Thimphu to increase urban density in order to accommodate this 
population increase through urban re-development. As Table 2 shows a pro-
posal by Hargroves and Gaudremeau [31] to develop a new 8.5 Km transit cor-
ridor with 12 stations stands to reduce the need for land from 75 km2 on the 
fringes to 37.5 km2 of urban re-development. 
3.2. Congestion Relief: Does the System Contribute to Alleviating 
Congestion? 
Traffic congestion is an ongoing issue facing transport planners and network 
managers with levels of congestion growing to unworkable levels in many of the 
world’s cities, calling for alternative strategies rather than simply seeking to ac-
commodate more automobiles. In 2015 alone Australia’s capital cities were esti-
mated to have a combined congestion cost of $16 billion, expected to increase to 
$37 billion by 2030 [32]. Perth’s congestion costs are expected to increase the 
most based on anticipated growth from the mid 2010’s, almost tripling from $2 
billion in 2015 to $5.7 billion in 2030 [32]. In the US, the cost of congestion in 
2012 was estimated to be in the order of $121 billion, the equivalent of $818 per 
commuter per year, and some additional 25 million tonnes of CO2 per year [33]. 
Together with lost time alleviating congestion leads to reduced vehicle wait 
times in traffic jams which reduces vehicle exhaust, thus reducing carbon emis-
sions and air pollution. In the US alone, 25 million tonnes of CO2 per year was 
emitted from vehicles delayed on congested roads [34]. In addition, inhaling ve-
hicle exhaust for extended periods has also been linked to human health prob-
lems such as brain-cell damage [39]. 
Newman and Kenworthy [3] show that most cities are now building urban rail 
instead of accommodating more automobiles as the speed of such transit sys-
tems has been increasing in all cities relative to the speed of traffic and bus 
speeds are simply not competitive even with the declining private vehicle speeds 
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as buses are usually stuck in the traffic. The rail option will deliver more lasting 
congestion relief and is likely to enable emerging cities to break out of their traf-
fic spiral [35]. This is evident when considering that one lane of roadway can 
carry an average of 2500 people per hour per km with cars compared to dedi-
cated corridor transit options such as a Trackless Tram System which can carry 
as much as 20,000 people per hour per km, as shown in Table 3. Where feasible, 
heavy rail has even greater patronage potential of up to 50,000 people per hour 
per km. The new Hong Kong East Rail Line is achieving a capacity of 86,000 
people per hour per direction during the morning peak; thisis much higher than 
the average as it is operating 12 rail cars (3750 people per train) running every 
2.5 minutes due to the use of new autonomous technology such as outlined 
above in the rail system [36]. 
Given the issues related to congestion, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emis-
sions it makes sense to take advantage of higher capacity options, especially 
heavy rail, however connections down corridors using transit such as light rail or 
Trackless Trams would also be a much better transport option rather than ac-
commodating more automobiles. 
3.3. Reclaim Car Parking: Does the System Allow the Reduction of  
Car Parking Requirements? 
As outlined above there is a large land requirement associated with urban fringe 
development and lesser but still significant requirement for land to accommo-
date urban re-development. If a transport option can be enabled such as the sys-
tem outlined in section 2.5 above, then there is a large reduction in the need for 
parking which can save up to a third of the land that then can be available for 
more productive urban uses. Considering the potential to reclaim car parking 
space in cities, the International Energy Agency [37] suggests that by 2050 India 
was on track to require between 10,000 - 20,000 square kilometres of surface 
parking area, equating to 35 times the size of Mumbai. According to Newman 
and Kenworthy [38] automobile dependent cities around the world can typically 
have between 5 and 8 car parking spaces for every car in the city. In Perth for in-
stance there is on average 4 parking spaces per person in inner-city areas, and as 
much as 10 in outer suburb areas [39]. This means that a significant amount of 
the land in cities is being allocated to parking vehicles which could be used for 
higher return development options. Much of this land could be unlocked by in-
tegrating a new Trackless Tram line with a series of land developments associ-
ated with station locations along the corridor, coupled with quality walking and 
cycling options, which can enable parking to be reduced to less than one per 
household. As outlined in section 2.5 the model of the Trackless Tram aug-
mented with local autonomous shuttles can remove any need for station precinct 
parking. 
To put this into context, in the proposed corridor transit project in Perth each 
of the 12 proposed stations would serve an estimated 10,000 residents who  
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Table 3. Estimations of average patronage capacity for various transport modes. Source: 
Compiled from Newman and Kenworthy [3] [39]. 
Transport Mode Average Passengers per hour per lane per km 
Multiples of car capacity in a 
suburban street 
Car in suburban street 1000 1 
Car in freeway lane 2500 2.5 
Bus in traffic 5000 5 
Bus in freeway lane (BRT) 10,000 10 
Trackless Tram (or Light Rail) 20,000 20 
Heavy Rail 50,000 50 
 
would require at the very most four parking spaces in the urban area they use 
rather than ten if they were on the fringe, saving a total of 9.3 km2 (based on 
minimum parking size requirements of 5.4 m × 2.4 m). In Thimphu rather than 
a 4 inner-city and 10 outer suburb parking allocations as is the case of Perth, it is 
assumed that there would be a reduced need of 2 inner city and 4 outer suburb 
car parks per person, with the proposed corridor transit system saving as much 
as 7.7 km2 of parking space, as shown in Table 4. 
3.4. Job Creation: Does the System Contribute to Job Creation 
from Greater Urban Density? 
A clear relationship exists between the density of employment and the propor-
tion of new knowledge economy jobs [40]. For over a century urban productivity 
has been shown to be directly correlated to both the knowledge sharing effects 
induced by density and human capital cultivated in cities [41] [42] [43] [44]. The 
proximity of businesses and activity centres within dense urban areas allows for 
the face-to-face interaction of knowledge-based economy workers and thus en-
ables the flow of knowledge and innovation in any 21st century city. A study by 
Haughwout [45] suggested that doubling of a country-level density index in-
creases state-level productivity by 6 percent but this is much higher if urban 
densities are considered. When highly-skilled workers are involved, density also 
plays an important role in urban innovation [46], with studies showing that the 
doubling of spatial employment density can increase the intensity of patent crea-
tion by 20 percent [47]. 
According to Kane & Whitehead [48] agglomeration enables access to a large 
pool of skilled labour and markets and has the “economies of scale” advantage of 
bringing the supply of resources, goods and services within easier access. Rawn-
sley [40] suggests that for firms in higher density areas, they become more com-
petitive as they have access to cheaper and more complementary suppliers, so 
they can become more specialised and make use of the skilled labour that is 
much more accessible in denser areas. Even if competing firms are present there 
may still be benefits such as attracting more suppliers which can compete, and 
collectively they may attract more customers which can form markets that 
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Table 4. Estimates of parking space savings from adoption of corridor transit systems in 
Perth, Australia and Thimphu, Bhutan. 
Parameter Perth Thimphu Units 
Predicted Additional Population 120,000 300,000 People 
Car Park Supply (Urban Fringe) 10 4 Ppl/Hectare 
Car Park Supply (Corridor Transit) 4 2 Bays/Hectare 
Additional Parking Area Required (Fringe) 15.6 15.4 km2 
Additional Parking Area Required (Corridor) 6.2 7.7 km2 
Area saved in a corridor transit approach 9.3 7.7 km2 
 
could not have been generated with one firm alone. For individuals, they have 
access to the opportunities that this rich cluster of productivity and innovation 
enables. 
Newman and Kenworthy [3] point out that corridor transit stations integrated 
into land development create the conditions of walk ability in densely occupied 
areas surrounding stations that enable the face-to-face creative discussions for 
the jobs of the new economy to flourish in other areas of the city as well as cen-
tral business districts. As densities continue to increase, automobile dependence 
cannot facilitate the necessary movement of large amounts of people into cen-
tral areas or into sub centres in the suburbs, hence mass transit is required 
such as the Trackless Tram System. Graham [49] suggests that workers need to 
be able to move efficiently between homes and workplaces, and reduced travel 
times and costs enable greater agglomeration benefits to be realised. As agglom-
eration is shown to provide increasing returns for cities, investment in trans-
port thus induces positive productivity returns by enabling the development of 
economic mass [49] [50]. For workers, new opportunities emerge through new 
innovations, changed ways of working and operating for firms, and new busi-
nesses and collaborations emerge within areas of rich networking and interac-
tion. A study by Rawnsley [40] suggests that increasing effective job density by 
50 percent can increase labour productivity by as much as 175 percent due to 
the creation of knowledge economy jobs. A Trackless Tram Systems is thus not 
just smart technology it is enabling powerful economic development to be 
unlocked. 
3.5. Environmental Benefits: Does the System Provide  
Environmental Benefits? 
In addition to car-related environmental impacts, greenfield expansion on the 
urban fringes is also commonly cited as the cause for loss of farmland, open 
space, forest and habitat [51]. Figure 7 shows the correlation between urban 
density and per capita energy use for transport. It is clear that as urban density 
increases, there is a drastic reduction in energy consumptions per person for 
passenger transport, resulting in less air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. 
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Figure 7. The relationship between urban density and per capita private passenger trans-
port energy use. Source: Newman and Kenworthy [3]. 
 
The advent of the Trackless Tram System now makes urban re-development and 
higher densities to be far more achievable and affordable for cities around the 
world, especially in the developing world. 
With transport constituting approximately 23 percent of global energy-related 
greenhouse gas emissions [52], viable transport solutions need to reduce fossil 
fuel consumption, such as systems based on high-density urban areas with effec-
tive electric corridor transit solutions, such as the Trackless Tram System. Hence 
transit systems that provide commuters with effective corridor transit powered 
by electric vehicles that charge at grid-connected stations which are powered by 
renewable sources stand to significantly reduce transport-related fossil fuel con-
sumption and associated greenhouse gas emissions. This will be even more ef-
fective if local shared mobility autonomous electric shuttles are also part of the 
Trackless Tram System. Trubka et al. [53] estimate that a rail transit system can 
reduce daily per capita greenhouse gas emissions for commuters from the fringe 
of cities by between 8 - 10 kg and those in urban areas by as much as 4 kg. This 
would be reduced to zero by a Trackless Tram System, assuming that it also uses 
solar energy as its power source for recharging the vehicles. According to the 
London Department of Transport even if the electricity for the system is sourced 
from fossil fuels there are still environmental benefits compared to automobile 
dependent cities using fossil fuels [54]. 
3.6. Social Benefits: Does the System Provide Social Benefits? 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) released data in 2016 showing that an 
estimated 4 in 5 people living in monitored urban areas are exposed to air qual-
ity pollution that exceeds recommended levels [55]. The data also showed that in 
low-and-middle income cities above 100,000 inhabitants, 98 percent do not meet 
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the air quality guidelines. In Thimphu for instance, data from the National En-
vironment Commission showed the level of particulate matter (PM10) was 40.5 
µg/m3, just over double the WHO Guideline Level of 20 µg/m for the annual av-
erage [31] [56]). Diesel and two-stroke engines are one of the most significant 
contributors to air pollution in urban areas in Asian countries [57]. According to 
Hargroves and Newman [27], given that some 45 percent of the Bhutanese 
population are under the age of twenty years old, shifting to a modern clean 
transit system to provide mobility in the capital city will have long lasting health 
benefits. These benefits are in addition to the increases to fitness and health of 
citizens from increased walking and cycling around station precincts, which has 
been shown to greatly improve the health of populations and can even outweigh 
the benefits of air pollution reduction [58]. 
In addition to air pollution benefits a shift to corridor transit will reduce vehi-
cle collisions and road fatalities. According to the WHO more than 1.3 million 
people die annually on the road in the world and another 20 - 50 million are in-
jured. A study by the WHO and the Asian Development Bank found that Bhutan 
is second only to Nepal in the number of road deaths per 10,000 vehicles. To 
compound this social challenge, neighbourhoods of lower-socio-economic status 
generally tend to have the highest motor vehicle collision rates [59], and can of-
ten be more dependent on non-motorised modes to travel longer distances, 
which can increase the complexity of the system and increase risk for vulnerable 
road users [60]. On the other hand, studies have shown that public transport 
is up to ten times safer per mile than private vehicle travel, and that tran-
sit-oriented communities are twice as safe [61]. The Trackless Tram has the abil-
ity to create such benefits for communities. 
The need for cities to engage their citizens and provide equitable solutions for 
their future has been a major thrust of the New Urban Agenda [62]. This is not 
just needing social policies by central and local governments that focus on all 
their communities, but it does have a spatial and urban form dimension. There 
is now an awareness that pushing affordable housing to the urban fringe does 
not enable equitable and sustainable living but that a policy of including afford-
able housing in any new urban re-development is more likely to create the inclu-
sive outcomes sought by the New Urban Agenda [62] [63]. These environmental 
and social issues have tended to be put aside in the need for cities to achieve 
competitive economic development, however the Trackless Tram System may 
indeed be able to solve these at the same time as enabling better economic out-
comes. 
3.7. Conclusions of City Shaping Potential of Trackless Tram  
Systems 
As this paper has shown there are multiple benefits that can be achieved by im-
plementing a Trackless Tram System as the basis of city shaping. The Trackless 
Tram System is likely to contribute to most of the SDG’s especially the need for 
an “inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable city” not just because of its technol-
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ogy but because it enables city shaping. The need for urban regeneration to cre-
ate new centres of urban activity is now a high priority for most cities. The 
Trackless Tram has all the qualities to enable such densities and mixed urban ac-
tivity to be attracted to station precincts. These Transit Oriented Developments 
are not new in concept but are hard to deliver unless made into a whole corri-
dor of urban regeneration. According to Newman et al. [6] this is feasible if a 
Trackless Tram System is delivered using an entrepreneurial approach that 
brings private investment into the partnership from the beginning. The ap-
proach, together with the very low capital cost of a TTS, means that significant 
capital burden can be removed from governments who usually are seeking 
public private partnerships to deliver infrastructure for development but in the 
past have had to take the major cost for transport, especially transit. The TTS 
may enable a breakthrough in facilitating partnerships that attract private in-
vestment because they enable urban re-development where they can seek a sta-
ble return on their investment. This approach is outlined further in other publi-
cations [6] [8]. 
4. Comparison Summary 
The best way to draw together the character and potential of a Trackless Tram 
System is to compare it to Light Rail and Bus Rapid Transit systems. Table 5 sets 
out how BRT, LRT and TTS compare based on six criteria. 
Others looking at the characteristics in Table 5 may rate some characteristics 
higher or lower however it is the conclusion of the authors after extensive inves-
tigations, analysed and set out above, that the Trackless Tram System is the 
preferable option over the BRT or LRT in the corridor connection niche of 
transport as well as the city shaping niche of urban planning. The TTS in our 
assessment is better than a BRT due to its ride quality and land development po-
tential (as is LRT), but it is better than LRT because of its much lower cost, its 
lack of construction disruption and its much better implementation time. It also 
has a technology “wow factor” that has been lacking in bus-based public trans-
port options. It therefore is likely to replace LRT in cities and provide far more 
opportunities for creating the much-anticipated transition to more urban regen-
eration and less car dependence as well as their associated multiple economic, 
social and environmental benefits. 
5. Conclusion 
The Trackless Tram System is a new kind of transit system that has been gener-
ated by crossover innovations from High Speed Rail being applied to a bus. It is 
neither a Tram nor a Bus though it has the speed/capacity, ride quality and land 
development potential of a Tram and the cost, lack of disruption and rapid im-
plementation of a Bus. It is therefore a new kind of transit technology that offers 
radical and transformative opportunities for cities needing connection across 
suburbs and electric accessibility that unlocks urban regeneration. The Trackless 
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Table 5. Indicative comparison of characteristics of corridor based urban rapid transit 
systems. 
Characteristic Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
Light Rail Transit 
(LRT) 
Trackless Tram System 
(TTS) 
Speed and Capacity    
Ride Quality    
Land Development  
Potential    
Cost    
Disruption during  
construction period    
Implementation Time    
Overall    
 
Tram System presents a tangible and affordable opportunity for cities around 
the world to combat automobile dependence while providing an obvious eco-
nomic opportunity for harnessing new land development potential. By harness-
ing technologies applied in various other forms of autonomous and high tech-
nology transport, the Trackless Tram System presents a new and unique transit 
option that can not only incorporate cutting edge technology but deliver signifi-
cant economic, social and environmental benefits to the worlds’ growing cities. 
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